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AUDIO ACCESSORIES/

WP-PSu is an external, universal AC/DC converter for the DC 
supply of remote panels and devices. Compatible with all the 
WPm series panels requiring external DC power supply (except 
WPmSCREEN).

REVO-IR is an IR remote control including UP, DOWN and
MUTE keys, for the voluem and MUTE control of compatible de-
vices, like WPTOUCH, CA series and WPmVOL-IR.

TR2-70 is a transformers kit including 2 transformers for the
CA200z’s amplified outputs’ conversion: 4 Ω to 100V or 70V 
(high impedancie).
TR2-70 Kit is compatible with the optional 2UHRMKIT “in-rack” 
mounting accesory.

2uHRMKIT is a kit that enables a half-width and 2U height
rack device to be mounted into a standard width rack cabinet.

1uHRMKIT is a kit that enables a half-width and 1U height
rack device (ePLAYER1, etc.) to be mounted into a standard 
width rack cabinet.

WPmPSCRMKIT is a kit that enables one WPmSCREEN unit 
to be mounted into a standard width rack cabinet taking 4 RU.

NuORAKI is a kit that enables a NUO40 to be mounted into a 
standard 19” rack. Compatible with NUO series.

PuM3 is a rack-mount accessory that allows to mount two
half-width RU devices in 1 standard width RU space. Mounting 
screws included.
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CNXXLRXLR1 is a 1m length XLR-XLR cable.

CNXXLRXLR5 is a 5m length XLR-XLR cable.

CNXXLRXLR10 is a 10m length XLR-XLR cable.

CNXEBEB1 is a 1m length Euroblock bal.- Euroblock bal. cable.

CNXEBEB2M5 is a 2,5m length Euroblock bal.- Euroblock
bal. cable.

CNXEBRCA1 is a 1m length 2xEuroblock bal. - 2xRCA Male/
female.

CNXXLRFEB is a 0,5m length XLR female bal. - Euroblock
bal.

CNXRCAEBAD is a RCA - Euroblock bal. adapter.

MBSTAND is a microphone stand with boom arm.

MDSTAND is a desktop microphone stand.

TRIPO1 35mm speaker stand set (2 units)

CNXAC8RM is a 19” 8 x sockets power strip with ON/OFF
switch.

WPMSCRFMBOX is flush mount box for WPmSCREEN

uSB232AD is a USB to RS-232 interface

AUDIO CABLES AND OTHERS/
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LOUDSPEAKERS HARDWARE/

MP103AMB2 is a cluster hardware for 2 eAMBIT103 units.

MP103AMB4 is a cluster hardware for 4 eAMBIT103 units.

MP106AMB2 is a cluster hardware for 2 eAMBIT106 units.

MP106AMB3 is a cluster hardware for 3/6 eAMBIT106 units.

MP106AMB4 is a cluster hardware for 4 eAMBIT106 units.

DSTANDAuDEO is a desktop stand for one AUDEO103 /
AUDEO106 loudspeaker.

MSTANDAuDEO allows to mount an AUDEO loudspeaker
on a standard microphone stand.

MP106NEST2 is a 2 NEST106 units wall mount bracket.

MP106NEST3 is a 3 NEST106 units corner mount bracket.

MP106NEST4 is a ceiling bracket for half sphere
configurations (4 NEST106 units).

SR6 is a wall mount bracket for MP106AMB2.

SR8 is a wall mount bracket for VERSO8, VERSO8P, VERSO10
and VERSO10P.

SR12 is a mount bracket for VERSO12, VERSO12P, ARQIS110
and ARQIS112 loudspeakers.

ARQ108uB is a U-bracket wall-mount kit compatible with
ARQIS108. Available in white and black finish.

ARQ110uB is a U-bracket wall-mount kit compatible with
ARQIS110. Available in white and black finish.

ARQ112uB is a U-bracket wall-mount kit compatible with
ARQIS112. Available in white and black finish.

SRDA is a ceiling mount bracket for simple ceiling installation, 
compatible with ARQIS205 and ARQIS208.Facilitates direction 
of the loudspeaker. Available in black or white.

POLE01 is an adjustable 35 mm rod for pole for loudspeaker
mount on top of a sub-woofer unit (ARQIS110 on top of 
ARQISSB15, VERSO series on top of VERSO SB115P, etc.).

QRA + WH200 is an optional wheel kit  for cabinet loud-
speakers.

ADP is a cargo restraint double stud and ring for the CKL
series.




